
CLdN Cargo FUEL floater 

Source:  

http://ec.europa.eu/energy/observatory/reports/Oil_Bulletin_Prices_History.x
lsx 

  

Consumer prices of petroleum products inclusive of duties and taxes (EU 27 Weighted Average) 

Baseline price (diesel)  = €1.48954/L  

Calculation method: 

GENERAL FUEL SURCHARGE  (NON-RAIL RELATED 
ROUTES) 

 

      
      

(*16th of the month X-2 to 15th of the month X-1 - Baseline) = % of Fuel Change 

 Baseline     

      

*Example: diesel surcharge July = the weighted average data from 16 May to 15 June           

      

   15%   

 % of Fuel change * 15% (fuel weight) = Fuel Surcharge % 

      

      

 Fuel surcharge % applicable on total freight rate   

      

INTERMODAL FUEL SURCHARGE (RAIL 
RELATED ROUTES) 

  

      
      

(*16th of the month X-2 to 15th of the month X-1 - Baseline) = % of Fuel Change 

 Baseline     

      

*Example: diesel surcharge July = the weighted average data from 16 May to 15 June           

      

   10%   

 % of Fuel change * 10% (fuel weight) = Fuel Surcharge % 

      

      

 Fuel surcharge % applicable on total freight rate   

 

  

http://ec.europa.eu/energy/observatory/reports/Oil_Bulletin_Prices_History.xlsx
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/observatory/reports/Oil_Bulletin_Prices_History.xlsx


Cargo Surcharges 
Within our network we use a combination of trucks, ships and trains to move your goods. The fuel 

used in the trucks and ships are purchased on a regular basis with variable prices. Fuel, bunker and 

energy prices do fluctuate frequently, which result in monthly surcharges to cover the market effects 

for both road fuel, ships fuel (BAF: Bunker Adjustment Factor) and rail energy surcharges. Every 

month we inform you about the most recent surcharges on this page. 

 

Fuel surcharge 
What is a fuel surcharge 
In order to cover the fluctuations in fuel costs, we developed a monthly variable surcharge system 
which is charged as a separate line on our freight invoices. 

How is fuel calculated 
The fuel surcharge is based on the monthly average of the fuel prices published by the European 
Commission. This EU27 weighted average of diesel prices multiplied by the trade factor define the 
applicable percentages 

Which fuel surcharge is applicable 
For all non-rail related routes, our general fuel surcharge is applied 

For all rail related routes, our intermodal fuel surcharge* is applied 

* rail energy surcharge also applicable 

 

 

Rail Energy surcharge 
 

What is a Rail Energy surcharge 
In order to cover the fluctuations in electricity costs, we developed a monthly variable surcharge 

system applicable on all transports including a rail leg, which is charged as a separate line on our 

freight invoices. 

How is Rail Energy calculated 
The rail energy surcharge is based on the monthly average of the electricity prices published by EEX. 
This average multiplied by the trade factor define the applicable percentages. 

 



 

 

 

 


